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i have same problem i cant run this
game i get error message need for

speed hot pursuit patch 1.0.5.0
cracked and legal full version is not
available i have windows 7 64 bit os
the game is not compatible with my

system. i have noticed that when you
race through a city's tunnels in the

need for speed hot pursuit cars, you
sometimes seem to get a glitching

and blurred screen. i've experienced
it in two different games, need for

speed hot pursuit and need for speed
most wanted. the screen usually
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corrects itself after a short time, but it
isn't very common to notice it. it

happens in the game itself or in the
menus. hello, first of all i would like to

say i just love this game! i am
wondering if any one has heard

anything about the need for speed
hot pursuit 2. i don't think the time for

the series should have been past 2
because it was a prefect game but i
think they just wan't to release some
more cars and then make the game

free-to-play. i don't know though.
anyways i am not asking for a pre-
order for the game or anything. i'm
just curious. thanks! i am having a
problem playing need for speed hot
pursuit in windows 7 professional. i

have tried the patch. i have also tried
the blue ray disc. i have tried the
windows xp mode virtual machine
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with the windows 7 machine. i have
tried the disc before trying to install. i
have tried the disc twice. i have also

tried to use the same disc in a
different computer with the same

results. i have tried all the options on
the options menu. i have tried at

startup and at exit. i have tried to go
into the options menu, and turn

autolog off. i have tried to turn off my
antivirus and firewall. i have tried to
restart. i have also tried to go into
options and turn autolog off. i have
tried to turn off my windows firewall
and have played the game without it
on. i have also tried to turn autolog

off in the option menu. i have played
the game in compatibility mode. i

have tried to turn off my antivirus. i
have tried to turn off my firewall and
antivirus. i have tried to turn off my
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firewall and antivirus while trying to
play the game. i have tried to shut

down my firewall and antivirus after
playing the game. i have also tried to
shut down my firewall and antivirus
while trying to play the game. i have
also tried to turn off my antivirus. i

have also tried to turn off my firewall
and antivirus while trying to play the

game. i have tried to turn off my
firewall and antivirus after playing the

game. i have tried to turn off my
firewall and antivirus and shutdown

my computer after playing the game.
i have also tried to turn off my firewall

and antivirus and shutdown my
computer after playing the game. i

have also tried to turn off my firewall
and antivirus after playing the game.
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i have tried contacting EA but there
support sucks..was the same for need

for speede world. the game stated
xbox controller(PC) recommemnded
but never worked on my system and

all EA would say was they were aware
of the problem.and they never

seemed to fix it as far as i could make
out. hey guys!!what if the problem of
my need for speed hot pusuit is goes
like this: when it starts the program
then it alternatively tab to windows
then a caution will appear like my
saved games is crashed, means, it

cant save all my progress in the
game. hey guys,,i bought a good old

xbox 360, then a game for it was
need for speed hot pursuit for xbox
360.i bought the game from like any
other online site(brickrout.com).i got

it and installed it on my pc and it
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worked fine for around a month.but
some problem with it is when i try to
play the game on my pc,the game

opens and then it starts to load
instead of starting to game.so i

restarted the pc. and then when it
loads to game again.it doesnt work at
all. please help me hey guys!!what if
the problem of my need for speed hot
pursuit is goes like this: when it starts
the program then it alternatively tab
to windows then a caution will appear

like my saved games is crashed,
means, it cant save all my progress in

the game. but i can still play the
game to continue, but actually it

cant/doesnt saved at all. so thats my
problem to me at all. if anyone can

help me about this, itll sure do
appreciate me, please help. i got the
cd(not originall) and installed it but,
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when i clicked the icon on my
desktop, for a while, i show a

message could not find a copy of
need for speed hot pursuit, you may
need to install and i have reinstalled,
and same thng happen please help!
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